We develop a pricing algorithm for US-style period-average reset options written on an underlying asset which evolves in a Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (CRR) framework. The averaging feature of such an option on the reset period makes the price valuation problem computationally unfeasible because the arithmetic average is not recombining on a CRR tree. To overcome this obstacle, we associate to each node of the lattice belonging to the reset period a set of representative averages chosen among all the effective arithmetic averages attained at that node. On the remaining time to maturity, a US period-average reset option becomes a US standard one and the Barone Adesi-Whaley approximation is used to compute an option value in correspondence to each representative average lain at the end of the reset period.
Introduction
In this article, we propose an algorithm for pricing US-style period-average reset options in a Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (CRR) (1979) evaluation framework. These options are issued in Taiwan by many brokerage houses and their valuation requires complex numerical pricing algorithm because they combine both US and path-dependent features which may not be managed by the usual Black-Scholes pricing arguments. Generally, they are characterised by a specified reset-period where the strike price may be reset to a certain percentage of the original strike price if the average of the underlying asset values hits a fixed barrier. More in detail, the average-dependency concerns the arithmetic average of the underlying asset prices attained during a subperiod, T 1 , of the option time to maturity, T. On the remaining lifetime, T 2 = T -T 1 , the option becomes a US standard one. The averaging period, T 1 , starts from inception, t 0 = 0, and identifies the reset period where the strike price may be adjusted in favour of the option-holder according to a reset-criterion which depends upon a bound value, i.e., the reset-barrier, and the arithmetic average. According to this criterion, the option strike price is reset to a new level, called reset strike price, if the arithmetic average computed on the asset prices registered during the reset period hits the reset-barrier. Particularly, for a period-average reset put option, the reset-criterion works as follows:
• if the average of the asset prices, A t , t ≤ T 1 , is greater than or equal to the reset-barrier value, H, the criterion selects the reset strike price, K*, in order to compute the option payoff 1
• otherwise, it selects the original strike price, K.
Hence, the reset criterion for put options 2 may be synthesised as
During the reset-period, at the instant t ≤ T 1 when the underlying asset value is S t , the intrinsic put option payoff is given by max[K(A t ) -S t , 0]. Then, since at the end of the reset period an US-style period-average reset option becomes a US standard one, the intrinsic put option payoff on the second subperiod of length T 2 is given by K A fixed at time T 1 remains unchanged for the remaining option time to maturity, T 2 , because during this period no more reset is allowed. The sake of a US period-average reset option is that the reset-feature avoids to undergo a large loss when the underlying asset price follows a disadvantageous path so making the option more attractive. Furthermore, the arithmetic averaging feature makes these instruments less sensitive to any one day's underlying price so reducing the possibilities of price manipulations.
The valuation of reset options is a hot topic in finance because many options and warrants traded in financial markets are characterised by a strike price which is reset to a new value if the path-function meets a particular condition during a pre-specified period or during the option lifetime. Valuable resources for pricing these options are tree-based methodologies. In such a framework, the main obstacle is how to manage the option path-dependent feature which, in many cases, makes the tree not recombining and, consequently, the pricing problem computationally unfeasible.
In financial literature, many numerical algorithms have been developed for pricing reset options with different characteristics. Among others, it is worth mentioning the binomial valuation method proposed by Gray and Whaley (1997) and the analytic formulae provided by Cheng and Zhang (2000) . They evaluated European reset options with strike price adjusted in favour of the option holder only at some fixed dates, according to a reset criterion based either on one-day stock price or on the geometric average of the underlying asset prices attained over a fixed monitoring window. Later, Li et al. (2007) provided a generalisation of reset option pricing formulae by considering stochastic interest rates when the strike price is reset at the underlying asset value at some predetermined reset dates.
In the geometric average case, Cheng and Zhang (2000) provided a closed formula for options characterised by only one reset date but, unfortunately as Dai et al. (2005) proved, the formula is incorrect. Furthermore, Dai et al. established a more general formula for pricing geometric average reset options with an arbitrary number of monitoring windows. Nevertheless, the presence of such explicit formulae leaves unsolved the problem of pricing arithmetic average reset options which are more frequently traded than the geometric ones. Indeed, due to the unknown distribution of the arithmetic average of log-normally distributed random variables, no-explicit formula is available for reset options with reset criterion based on the arithmetic average of the underlying stock prices. Consequently, robust numerical methods are required for pricing options characterised by this feature. In this framework, a first attempt has been done by Liao and Wang (2002) who proposed a Monte-Carlo method based on control variate techniques for pricing arithmetic average reset options characterised by different reset conditions. Later, Chang et al. (2004) adapted the Hull-White (1993) forward shooting grid method to a trinomial tree framework, investigating the difference between the arithmetic average US daily reset option contracts and the corresponding period-average reset ones.
We propose an alternative approach based on the CRR binomial tree describing the dynamics of the underlying asset. In order to capture the path-dependency of the contract, we associate to each node of the tree belonging to the reset period of length T 1 a set of averages selected among the effective arithmetic averages of the underlying asset prices realised on actual paths reaching that node. Starting from the end of the reset period and for the remaining time to maturity, T 2 , a US period-average reset option becomes a US standard one with strike price depending upon the average of the stock prices registered up to time T 1 . Hence, on the subperiod T 2 , the proposed methodology is combined with the Barone Adesi-Whaley (BAW) (1987) analytic approximation in order to compute the US option values associated to each node of the tree lain on the date T 1 . The reason of this choice relies on the fact that the use of other numerical methods (i.e., finite differences, binomial approximations or last squares Monte-Carlo methods) is computationally expensive in our framework. On the contrary, the use of the BAW analytic approximation generates a computational saving which allows us to consider a finer binomial tree on the reset period so making the binomial approximation of the option value on that period more accurate. Finally, starting from the reset date, we proceed backward along the tree by the usual backward induction scheme coupled with linear interpolation in order to compute the option price at inception.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the binomial model for pricing US-style period-average options with reset feature. Then, in Section 3, we illustrate the numerical results. Section 4 concludes the paper.
A lattice model for pricing period-average reset options
In this section, we describe a numerical algorithm for pricing US-style period-average reset options written on an underlying asset which evolves in a CRR framework. We consider a period-average reset put option with lifetime T and reset period starting from the contract inception. Consequently, we divide T into two subperiods, T 1 and T 2 , so that T = T 1 + T 2 . The first subperiod T 1 identifies the reset period while T 2 identifies the remaining option time to maturity, where a US period-average reset option becomes a US standard one. During the reset period, the option allows for strike price adjustments in favour of the option holder depending on the arithmetic average of the underlying asset prices as it is described in (1). Starting from the end of the reset period and for the remaining option time to maturity, T 2 , the strike price remains unchanged to the level
A is the average of the underlying asset values attained up to the end of the reset period. This strike price is used for the US standard option valuation on the subperiod T 2 .
Without loosing in generality, we suppose t 0 = 0 is the contract inception where the underlying asset has value 0 = .
S We start by operating on the reset period of length T 1 where we model the asset dynamics by a CRR lattice based on n time steps of length Δt = T 1 /n. According to this model, the asset price at time t, S t , increases by the factor Here, σ is the volatility of the underlying asset price,
is the risk-neutral probability of an up step while 1 -p is the probability of a down step and r is the risk-free interest rate. The underlying asset price at node (i, j) after j up steps and i -j down steps, with i = 0,…, n, and j = 0,…, i, is obtained as
. In a lattice model, the main problem to look at for pricing path-dependent options depending on the arithmetic average of the underlying asset prices is the large number of possible averages associated to each node of the tree describing the asset evolution. This is due to the fact that, generally, each path reaching a generic node (i, j) of the tree produces a different value for the arithmetic average (i.e., the arithmetic average is not recombining on the CRR lattice) thus, when n increases, the computational cost of the model grows up exponentially. The essence of our approach is to reduce the computational complexity of the pricing problem by associating to each node (i, j) of the lattice a set of representative averages computed on actual paths reaching that node. To do this, we apply an iterative procedure which selects 1 + j (i -j) trajectories among all the i j ⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠ ones reaching the node (i, j) of the CRR tree describing the asset dynamics on the reset period T 1 . Consequently, a set made up of 1 + j(i -j) effective averages is associated to each node of that tree. It is worth noting that the total number of these averages in a binomial tree based on n time steps 3 grows up as n 4 /24. To illustrate the iterative procedure used to build up the set of the representative averages, we consider a generic node (i, j) of the tree reached after j up steps and i -j down steps. At first, we compute the maximum average associated to the node (i, j), which is produced by the trajectory τ max (i, j) with j up steps followed by i -j down steps ( Figure 1 shows the trajectory τ max for the node (4,2) depicted by thick lines marked with terminal arrows), and denote it by A(i, j; 1) being the first element in the set:
The minimum average associated to the node (i, j), is produced by the trajectory τ min (i, j) represented by the path with i -j down steps followed by j up steps ( Figure 2 shows the trajectory τ min for the node (4,2) depicted by thick lines marked with terminal arrows) and it is denoted by A(i, j; 1 + j(i -j)) being the last element in the set:
The other representative averages for the node (i, j), A(i, j; k), k = 2,…, j(i -j), are computed recursively. Consider a generic trajectory reaching the node (i, j), Step 1 among all the nodes (l, j l ) belonging to τ(i, j), we detect only those ones where the underlying asset has registered the maximum value, S max (l, j l )
Step 2 among them, we select the node corresponding with the minimum possible value assumed by l, l min (i.e., the node min min , ( ) Step 3 the (k + 1)-th representative average is computed on this new trajectory or, alternatively, it is simply obtained from the previous one, A (i, j; k) 
This procedure continues as long as the last trajectory, τ min (i, j), is reached. Clearly, starting from τ max (i, j), we reach τ min (i, j) after j(i -j) substitutions so that we associate a set made up of 1 + j(i -j) representative averages to the (i, j)-th node 4 . The following example clarifies how the representative trajectories are selected. Figure 3 illustrates a binomial tree which describes the evolution of the underlying asset price on the reset period with n = 4 steps. and, consequently, the second average, A(4, 2; 2), is computed on the path (S, Su, S, Su, S) obtained from the previous one by substituting S max (2,2) with S max (2,2)d 2 = S. The maximum value on this trajectory is now reached two times, S max (1,1) = S max (3,2) = Su. In this case, the algorithm selects the value S max (1,1) and substitutes it with the value S max (1,1)d 2 = Sd. Hence, the third representative average A(4, 2; 3) is computed using the values (S, Sd, S, Su, S) . The remaining averages associated to the node (4,2) are computed on the trajectories (S, Sd, S, Sd, S) and (S, Sd, Sd 2 , Sd, S). Following this procedure, the set of the representative averages associated to the node (4,2) contains all the effective averages but the one generated by the path (S, Su, S, Sd, S) (it is depicted in Figure 3 by thick lines marked with terminal arrows).
Once a set of representative averages has been associated to each node (i, j), i = 0,…, n and j = 0,...K, i, of the tree, the pricing algorithm has to take into account the option feature on the reset period T 1 , i.e., for each determination A(i, j; k), k = 1,…, 1 + j(i -j) the strike price of a put option is defined according to (1) as * ( , ; ) ( ( , ; )) = , ( , ; ) <
where K* is the reset strike price, K is the original strike price while H is the level of the reset-barrier. It means that the strike price is defined according to the reset-criterion which selects the reset strike price K* if the average A(i, j; k) is greater than or equal to the reset-barrier. Otherwise, it selects the original strike price, K. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the n-th step of the binomial tree coincides with the ending date T 1 of the reset period and, starting from T 1 , it remains a period of length T 2 before the US period-average reset option expires. But on the latter time period, the option becomes a US standard one with strike price depending upon the value assumed by the arithmetic average of the underlying asset prices attained up to time nΔt = T 1 . Consequently, the algorithm has to consider all the representative averages, A(n, j; k), k = 1,…,1 + j(n -j), associated to the terminal nodes (n, j), j = 0,…,n, and, in principle, it associates to each one of them, the strike price K(A(n, j; k)) defined in accordance with (2) by * ( , ; ) ( ( , ; )) = .
Clearly, pricing a US option for each average A(n, j; k) is very time consuming following a straightforward CRR approach. Indeed, for each node (n, j), j = 0,…, n, we should build up a new binomial tree 5 (see Figure 4 ) which represents the dynamics over the subperiod T 2 of the value S(n, j) and, on that tree, we have to price a US standard option with strike price K(A(n, j; k)) k = 1,…,1 + j(n -j).
Figure 4 Trees associated to each value S(n, j), j = 0,…, n
This is the reason why we invoke the BAW efficient analytic approximation of US option values. Particularly, into our evaluation framework, we consider the BAW approximation model for put options in order to compute the US put price, P(n, j; k), associated to each representative average A(n, j; k), j = 0,…, n and k = 1,…, 1 + j(n -j), on the terminal nodes (n, j) of the tree coinciding with the date T 1 (i.e., the end of the reset-period). Now, we are in the position to proceed backward along the CRR tree considered on the reset period in order to compute the reset option price at inception. This is done by the usual backward recursive scheme starting from the known values P(n, j; k) on the ending nodes, that is, for i = 0,…, n -1, { } 
(i, j; k) + dS(i, j)]/(i + 2) and [(i + 1) A(i, j; k) + uS(i, j)]/(i + 2)
. As a matter of fact, the k-th value of the average at node (i, j), A(i, j; k) , leads to the k u -th value of the average at node (i + 1, j + 1), A(i + 1, j + 1; k u ), when there is an upward movement in the stock price, and to the k d -th value of the average at node (i + 1, j), A(i + 1, j; k d ), when there is a downward movement in the stock price. Since we consider only a selected subset of effective averages, A(i + 1, j + 1; k u ) and A(i + 1, j; k d ) could appear in the sets of the representative averages associated to the nodes (i + 1, j + 1) and (i + 1, j), respectively. In the other cases, P(i + 1, j; k d ) and P(i + 1, j + 1; k u ) are computed using linear interpolation as follows. For the put value P(i + 1, j + 1; k u ), among the representative averages associated to the node (i + 1, j + 1), we choose the closest ones, A(i + 1, j + 1; k 1 ) and ( 1, 1; ) ( 1, 1; ) ( 1, 1; )[ ( 1, 1; ) ( 1, 1; )].
The same interpolation technique is used to estimate the option price P(i + 1, j; k d ).
We finally remark that, if we opportunely change the reset criterion in the following way * ( , ; ) ( ( , ; )) = , ( , ; ) We tested the pricing model presented in the previous section by computing the price of US-style period-average reset options with time to maturity T = 1 and T = 0.5 years and reset-period set to three months away from inception. We consider both put (see Tables 1  and 3 ) and call (see Tables 2 and 4 ) options with initial strike price K = 100 written on an underlying asset with value S = 100 at inception. Then, in the put case, we set the reset strike price to K* = 120 and the reset barrier to H = 120 while, in the call case, we set K* = H = 90. In order to assess the accuracy of the model, in Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4, we provide a comparison between the prices supplied by our numerical algorithm and the benchmark values computed by the least squares Monte Carlo (LSM) approach proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) . The choice of the LSM method is due to its simplicity and flexibility for pricing US options with different features. Indeed, US-style period average reset options combine together many properties like averaging, barrier and possibilities for early exercise and, despite the first two ones may be easily managed in a classic Monte Carlo method, it cannot be applied to determine the optimal early exercise boundary.
All the LSM estimates in this section are computed by simulating 100,000 paths (including 50,000 antithetic) for the underlying asset price based on daily observations 6 . On each path, we compute the arithmetic average on the reset period which determines the strike price to be used and the option payoff at maturity. To determine the optimal time for exercise, we follow the LSM approach by selecting in the money paths on each observation time and discounting at the risk-less rate r the future option payoffs for the selected paths. The discounted values are then regressed on basis functions represented by simple polynomials and cross polynomials (both from order zero to three 7 ) in the asset prices and their averages. The result is a conditional expectation function used to compute the continuation values of the option on each path which is compared with the immediate exercise value in order to make an early exercise decision. That procedure is repeated backward for each observation time until inception. Finally, the US period-average reset option price is obtained by averaging the option values at time zero for each path. Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4 illustrate the numerical results supplied by our model for different values of the number of steps, n, discretising the reset period T 1 = 3 months. We consider four different levels of the risk-free interest rate r (continuously compounded) and three different levels of volatility σ. We also report the prices for the same options supplied by the LSM approach with standard error in round brackets.
The numerical results give evidence of the accuracy of the proposed algorithm in comparison to the LSM benchmark values. In some cases the small differences in prices may be due to the approximation provided by the BAW model used for pricing a US standard option on the second subperiod of the option time to maturity. Furthermore, the LSM approach in some cases may provide either an underestimation of the option prices due to the impossibility of computing the exact optimal exercise boundary or an overestimation of the same prices because it uses future information on the paths to determine the continuation option value and, consequently, the early exercise decision. The latter case, as already evidenced by Chang et al. (2004) , corresponds to the perfect foresight problem discussed by Broadie and Glasserman (1997) and hence it overestimates the option values. Table 1 US-style period-average reset put option prices with S = 100, K = 100, K* = H = 120, T = 1 year and T 1 = 3 months r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.08 Table 2 US-style period-average reset call option prices with S = 100, K = 100, K* = H = 90, T = 1 year and T 1 = 3 months r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.08 Table 3 US-style period-average reset put option prices with S = 100, K = 100, K* = H = 120, T = 0.5 year and T 1 = 3 months r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.08 Table 4 US-style period-average reset call option prices with S = 100, K = 100, K* = H = 90, T = 0.5 year and T 1 = 3 months r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.1 r = 0.08 
Conclusions
The algorithm we have proposed for pricing US-style period-average reset options is based on a CRR binomial tree describing the evolution of the underlying asset during the reset period. Then, since such an option becomes a US standard one at the end of the reset period, the algorithm uses the BAW approximation.
To reduce the high computational complexity due to the option averaging feature, the algorithm adopts a procedure characterised by a computational complexity of order n 4 /24 (n is the number of time steps of the tree on the reset period) which gives a criterion to select a subset of representative arithmetic averages on the reset period. The main feature of this procedure is to choose sets of representative averages made up of effective averages attained on real paths reaching each node of the tree. Starting from the end of the reset-period and for the remaining time to maturity, an US period-average reset option becomes a US standard one for which we use the BAW analytic approximation in order to compute its value in correspondence to each representative average lain at the terminal nodes. Then, we apply backward recursion and linear interpolation to compute the option prices at inception. Finally, we propose a comparison between the prices supplied by the proposed model and the benchmark prices provided by the LSM algorithm for both US period-average reset put and call options. The numerical results give evidence of the goodness of the proposed model because, in all the cases, the option prices are really close to that one provided by the LSM method.
We conclude the paper by evidencing that the methodology may be easily generalised for different type of reset options, e.g., options characterised by different types of reset criterion, different types of path-function or options characterised by more than one reset strike price. Once the reset condition is met, the strike price may also be reset to another variable defined in the pricing problem, e.g., the current underlying asset price.
